UL94 Vertical flame test

What is UL ?
◎Founded:
1894

◎Name:
Underwriter’s Laboratories Inc.

◎About UL:
UL is an independent product safety certification
organization that has been testing products and writing
Standards for Safety for over a century.
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UL94 Vertical flame test
◎UL94 is a plastics flammability standard
≫94V (Vertical testing)
●

General burning test for plastics parts

≫94VTM (Vertical testing of Thin Materials)
●

This test is used for materials that are thin, or are too flexible or
may distort, shrink or flex during ordinary vertical testing.
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UL94 Vertical flame test flowchart
V test
Measurable?
YES

NO

In case, specimen distort, shrink,
or flex during testing. And the
flame is not able to be applied to
the bottom of the specimen.

VTM test

Rating
Rating

V-0,V-1,V-2,Not

VTM-0,VTM-1,
VTM-2,Not
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The difference between
V test and VTM test
UL94 V test

UL94 VTM test

Condition of rating

Thickness of
specimen

(common)

The specimen is
rolled
longitudinally

Application
time:

10 seconds
(Twice)

Cotton

20mm

1. Total flaming combustion time

for each specimen ?
2. Total flaming combustion time
for all 5 specimens of any set ?
3. Glowing combustion for each
specimen after second burner
flame application
4. Glowing or flaming combustion
of any specimen up to holding
clamp
5. Cotton ignited by flaming drips
from any specimen

Mark

Application
time:

3 seconds
(Twice)

Cotton
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Flammability rating
Flame resistance: High
Ｖ test
1) Total flaming combustion time for each specimen
2) Total flaming combustion time for all 5 specimens of
any set
3) Glowing combustion for each specimen after second
burner flame application
4) Glowing or flaming combustion of any specimen up to
holding clamp
5) Cotton ignited by flaming drips from any specimen

V-0
≤10sec.

V-1
≤30sec.

V-2
≤30sec.

≤50sec.

≤250sec.

≤250sec.

≤30sec.

≤60sec.

≤60sec.

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

Application
time:

10
seconds

(Twice)

V test is harder than VTM test.
Flame resistance : High
VTM test
1) Total flaming combustion time for each specimen
2) Total flaming combustion time for all 5 specimens of
any set
3) Glowing combustion for each specimen after second
burner flame application
4) Glowing or flaming combustion of any specimen up to
holding clamp
5) Cotton ignited by flaming drips from any specimen

VTM-0
≤10sec.

VTM-1
≤30sec.

VTM-2
≤30sec.

≤50sec.

≤250sec.

≤250sec.

≤30sec.

≤60sec.

≤60sec.

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

Application
time:

3
seconds

(Twice)
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